From Editor

Our Esteemed Readers

We have been excited about to publish the last (final) issue of the year 2018. Winter Period- December 2018-18th Issue of our journal again includes articles of one more valuable than the other, which come from Turkey and different countries. The most important reason why Academic Journal of History and Idea is preferred frequently by researchers is our journal’s approach to the science and that it has an intellectual point of view. In this respect, undoubtedly another reason is that it gives very fast feed backs to the researchers on their papers which are sended by them. In this context, researchers are not kept unaware and not kept waiting for months. With its this aspect, Academic Journal of History and Idea is attracting researchers’ attention, who conduct studies in all disciplinaries of human and social sciences, and continuing to be a science platform of an ever-increasing international popularity.

Without being wordy, while we are leaving alone you with our new issue, we would like to express our gratitude, first of all, to our esteemed authors, our peer-reviewers who bring a scientific identity to studies and readers who are following us.

Yoursfaithfully

Hakan Yılmaz

Editor-In-Chief